In this investigation, a comprehensive study is carried out to excavate the potentials of bio-inspired computing (BIC) for the development of model predictive controllers (MPCs) for different classes of nonlinear problems. The two mentioned fields are now playing pivotal roles in industry, and there is a large consensus on the fact that BIC and MPCs are among the most applicable techniques in the coming decades. One of the most important decisions for developing MPCs is the selection of the optimisation technique. Here, the authors would like to demonstrate the applicability of BICs to be used as an optimisation method at the heart of MPCs to calculate the controlling commands. The resulting controllers are applied to some challenging problems to clearly demonstrate the applicability of BICs for developing high-performance MPCs.
Introduction
The term bio-inspired computing (BIC) can be generally referred to some sort of computational approaches trying to mimic different phenomena in the nature to satisfy a given task. The art of designing a BIC approach is to seek for those natural/biological phenomena which have a closer link to the notion of optimality. Nowadays, an enormous effort is exerted on innovating advanced BIC-based approaches, ranging from metaheuristic optimisation tools to complex neural networks (NNs) (Osuna-Enciso et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2010; Mozaffari et al., 2012a; Gandomi, 2014; Yang et al., 2014) . Describing the chronological advances on metaheuristic computing is beyond the scope of the current study. However, the interested readers are referred to a seminal textbook by Yang (2008) .
The computational power of BICs have attracted control engineers for tuning or designing efficient controlling algorithms for both closed-loop and open-loop applications. Model predictive controllers (MPCs) (Maciejowski, 2002) are some sophisticated controlling techniques which are capable of calculating optimum controlling commands based on the future behaviour of a given plant using an online optimisation process. To design a powerful MPC, it is necessary to seek for the implementation of highly efficient control-oriented models as well as powerful real-time optimisation techniques to cope with any nonlinear objective function. Despite of such a fact, there exist rare reports on using BICs as an optimisation module of MPC (Naeem et al., 2005; Zimmer et al., 2015; Sarailoo et al., 2015) . In this study, a comparative investigation is carried out considering different types of controlling problems. Through simulation, the authors also draw the attention of control engineers towards the no free lunch theorem (Wolpert and Macready, 1997) to aware them how to treat MPC designing strategies for real-world applications.
The rest of the paper is organised, as follows. In Section 2, the basic formulation of MPCs together with their applications and reputation are scrutinised. Section 3 is devoted to the detailed implementation and computational potentials of BICs for designing MPCs. The paper is then followed by some simulation results in Section 4 in which the readers can find some firm findings to extract the advantages and disadvantages of BIC-based MPCs. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Model predictive controllers
This section is given into two subsections. Firstly, a general definition of MPC and some of its remarkable characteristics are discussed. Moreover, a chronological literature review is presented to demonstrate the authenticity and reputation of MPCs for the control engineering society. Thereafter, the formulation of MPC is presented, and it is explained how it can calculate the controlling commands based on the future behaviour of a given plant.
Applications and reputation
MPCs are best suited for the control of linear and nonlinear models which have time varying behaviours. These controllers can be easily equipped with an identifiable model to calculate the controlling commands. The salient asset of MPCs which distinguishes them from the other existing controllers lies in their capability to calculate the controlling commands based on the future behaviour of the plant. Actually, all we need is to define a control-oriented model and predict the future behaviour of the system and then calculate the controlling commands for the pre-defined prediction horizon length (H P ). It has been proven that such a characteristic is even applicable to uncertain engineering systems which have highly nonlinear behaviour. Since its inception, MPC has been applied to a variety of problems. It is well-known that MPCs were originally proposed for controlling chemical procedures. As most of these chemical procedures were slow with a remarkable duration time, the primitive computational facilities available in the past were enough for the implementation of MPCs (Maciejowski, 2002) . However, MPCs were not suited for most of the challenging controlling problems arisen in industry as they required a fast controller to manage their behaviour in realtime. Therefore, simpler closed-loop controllers, such as PIDs and linear quadratic regulators (LQRs) (Naidu, 2002) , were among the most reputable controllers for practical applications in the past. Recently, a gradual improvement of the computational facilities and the introduction of high-tech microprocessors have given industrialists a venture to think of applying MPCs to real-world industrial systems (Maciejowski, 2002) . In the last decade, control engineers have put more efforts to apply MPCs to manufacturing processes, automotive control, power management systems, and so on (Lee, 2011) .
In the next subsection, the general formulation of MPCs are presented, and later on, it is discussed how these controllers can be incorporated with BIC-based optimisation techniques for the calculation of controlling commands.
Basic formulation of MPC
In general, the structure of any MPC includes a control-oriented model for the calculation of controlling commands, a number of controlling inputs and outputs, a set of constraints, and an objective function for the calculation of controlling commands.
Let us assume that the nonlinear state-space representation of the controlling plant can be presented, as follows:
where φ χ represents the internal parameters of the model f, and
are the vectors hosting the state and input variables. The sub-scripts n and m show the number of states and inputs of the considered controlling problem. For a given discrete state-space model, the sequential signal values should be captured after every δt seconds. By feeding the outcome of the state-space formulations to the output function (g), the target (output) values can be calculated. This can be mathematically expressed as:
where φ y shows the internal parameters of the output model and
The general mathematical formulation of constraints is as follows: 
where (k + i | k) shows the predicted value at time step k + i based on the system's condition at the time step k, and Δu shows the variation of control signal after each time step over the controlling horizon (H u ).
The general form of a quadratic objective function used for MPCs is, as follows:
BICs for designing MPCs
As mentioned, the common feature of almost all of the existing BICs is that they use a finite number of heuristic agents, known as population. Let us assume that a metaheuristic uses N heuristic agents to explore/exploit the solution domain. Also, it is worth noting that for the MPC design, the number of decision variables is equal to the number of considered controlling inputs. The following mathematical formulation can be used for the representation of the above-mentioned concept:
where S is the population matrix containing N vectors with m columns, and u is the controlling commands calculated by MPC. Let us present the above matrix with the following compact form:
then, the fitness value of each heuristic agent s can be defined by:
The heuristic searching behaviour of BICs also enables them to be considered as hyper-level optimisers for optimising the controlling parameters of MPCs at the same time. In other words, not only BIC-based metaheuristics can be considered for the optimisation of controlling commands (just like conventional techniques), but also can optimise the controlling parameters of MPCs simultaneously. However, the main issue in this context is to find out which of the parameters of MPC are effective enough to be considered as the design variables. Based on several trial-and-errors, it has been observed that the number of upcoming controlling commands over the controlling horizon (H u ) and the length of prediction horizon (H P ) are two influential parameters. Thus, in the general form, the solution matrix S can be modified, as follows:
Results and discussion
This section is presented with three subsections. Firstly, the authors introduce the steps for preparing the rival BICs for the calculation of controlling commands. The second subsection describes the results of simulation studies. The formulations of the three considered controlling problems are given. Finally, some concluding remarks on the performance of BICs at the optimisation module of general predictive controllers are provided.
Parameter settings
To the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first time that different variants of BICs are used for designing the optimisation module of MPCs. In this numerical experiment, it is tried to elicit a wide range of BIC-based optimisers, from the both evolutionary and swarm intelligence groups, to perform a throughout analysis, and consequently, offer fruitful suggestion for the interested readers. Prior to proceeding with the explanation of the considered BICs, it should be mentioned that the rival metaheuristics are selected based on the own assessment of the authors, as well as the recommendations available in the literature of metaheuristic computing (see for example, Yang, 2008) . The selected BIC approaches for the current study are the great salmon run (TGSR) (Mozaffari et al., 2012a) , scale factor local search differential evolutionary algorithm (SFLSDEA) (Mozaffari et al., 2014a) , gravitational search algorithm (GSA) (Rashedi et al., 2009) , genetic algorithm (GA) (Yang, 2008) , artificial bee colony (ABC) (Karaboga and Basturk, 2007) , mussels wandering algorithm (MWA) (An et al., 2013) , firefly algorithm (FA) (Yang, 2008) , cuckoo search (CS) (Yang, 2008) , particle swarm optimisation (PSO) (Yang, 2008) , bee algorithm (BA) (Mozaffari et al., 2014b) , artificial fish swarm optimisation (AFSO) (Neshat et al., 2014) , mutable smart bee algorithm (MSBA) (Mozaffari et al., 2012b) , and ant colony optimisation (ACO) (Dorigo and Stutzle, 2004) . This is clear that the selected rival optimisers cover a wide range of algorithmic properties and give us a comprehensive test bed for evaluating the performance of BICs for the MPC design. The detailed description of the peculiarities of the selected rival methods is beyond the scope of the current study. Instead, the authors scrutinise the steps required for setting the controlling parameters of the considered rival methods to prepare them for being used at the optimisation module of MPCs. For TGSR, the number of salmon groups of 10, the diffusion coefficient of 1.6, and the sharing factor of 0.7 are selected. For MSBA and ABC, the number of food sources of 10, the number of onlooker and employed bees of 20, the trial number limit of 10, the modification rate of 0.8, and the number of scout bees of 1 are taken into account. The selection of 1 scout bee implies that, at each iteration, only one bee that exceeds the number of admissible trials of 10 is fed to the scout phase for re-initialisation, and the other bees remain unchanged. The only difference between MSBA and ABC is that, in MSBA, a mutation operator is used, instead of the simple re-initialisation operator in the algorithmic structure of ABC. For MSBA, five smart bees with the highest value of trials are fed to the mutation operator at each iteration. The mutation probability for the mutation operator of MSBA is set to be 0.02. For BA, the number of honey bees of 10, the number of elite bees of 3, and the number of best bees of 3 are taken into account. Moreover, the number of recruited bees around the elite patches of 3 and the number of recruited bees around the best bees of 3 are chosen. To increase the diversification of BA, the waggle dance can be performed over the entire solution domain. This is mainly due to the fact that the standard structural characteristics of BA incline it towards an intensified search, and therefore, the above remedy can balance the exploration/exploitation rates of BA. For PSO, the number of particles of 10 is taken into account. Furthermore, the inertia weight is selected to be 1.4, and also, the cognitive and social coefficients are both equal to 2. For GSA, the number of objects of 10, the gravitation constant of 100, and the absorption rate of 20 are selected. For SFLSDEA, the number of chromosomes of 10, the lower and upper bounds of the scale factor of 0.1 and 0.9, respectively, the crossover rate of 0.8, the initial hill climbing of 0.6, the minimum and maximum bounds of the exploration of the golden search strategy of -1 and 1, respectively, the sub-iteration number of golden search strategy of 8, and the sub-iteration number of hill climbing of 20 are chosen. For the continuous GA, the tournament selection mechanism, non-uniform mutation operator, and heuristic crossover are taken into account. For these simulations, ten chromosomes are considered. The crossover and mutation probabilities are equal to 0.8 and 0.02, respectively. Furthermore, 1 elite solution for GA is archived during the optimisation procedure. For FA, the number of fireflies of 10, the absorption rate of 1, and the maximum attraction of 0.2 are taken into account. For CS, the number of nests of 10, the probability of alien egg of 0.25, and the range of cuckoo's levy flight of 0.9 are selected. For MWO, the short and long range reference coefficients of 0.11 and 0.75, respectively, the value of the shape parameter of the levy flight of 1.8, the moving coefficients of 0.63, 1.26 and 1.05, the walking scale of 0.1, the levy distribution of 1.5, and the scale factor of space of 0.5 are considered. For AFSO, the number of the artificial fishes of 10, the crowd factor of 0.3, the visual distance of (ub -lb) / 0.4, the try number of 5, and the maximum step of artificial fish moving of (ub -lb) / 0.3 are selected. The considered controlling parameters are the result of several trial-and-errors performed by the authors as well as the recommendations available in the literature. For the classical optimisation modules at the heart of MPCs, golden sectioning (GS) (Mozaffari et al., 2016) , fit-sectioning optimisation algorithm (FSOA) (Mozaffari et al., 2016) , and sequential quadratic programming (SQP) (Mozaffari et al., 2016) are taken into account. Just like any other online optimisation method within MPCs, two features should be tested to evaluate the power of a given online optimiser. The considered features are the computational complexity of BICs and their accuracy for the calculation of controlling commands. Therefore, the authors calculate the required time for the calculation of controlling commands at every updating point for each of the controlling problems, and also, report the improvement obtained by using each of the considered BICs inside the MPCs for the considered control problems. By presenting the mentioned values, it will be possible to reach a relatively firm conclusion regarding the performance of the selected BICs as the optimisation module of GPCs. It is also worth pointing out that as all of the considered BICs have a stochastic instinct, the simulations are repeated for 30 independent runs, and also, the statistical results are reported in terms of the average and standard deviation (std.) metrics. To show how much BICs are efficient for designing the MPCs, for all of the considered controlling scenarios, the full-rank decision variables, including the controlling inputs together with H P and H u parameters, are taken into account. Based on the characteristics of the considered control problems, the values of the two internal parameters may vary. Furthermore, each of the considered controlling problems has a set of constraints on their decision variables which should be set based on the characteristics of the problem at hand.
All of the optimisation algorithms, control problems, and performance evaluation metrics have been implemented in the MATLAB software with Windows 7 operating system, on a PC with a Pentium IV, Intel core i7 and 4 GBs RAM. The computational tools are part of the facilities available at the smart hybrid and electric vehicle systems.
Simulation results
To perform a comprehensive analysis regarding the characteristics of the selected BICs for the MPC design, the authors consider three real-world control problems which have their own specific characteristics. The first problem is the application of MPC to chaos synchronisation. The second problem is the control of the movements of a shape memory alloy (SMA) actuator (Fathi and Mozaffari, 2014) . The third considered problem is the coldstart emission control of automotive engines (Mozaffari et al., 2016) . All of the considered problems are formidable and challenging enough to evaluate the maximum potentials of the selected BICs for MPCs. Solving each of the mentioned controlling problems together with their formulations are presented in separate subsections so that the readers can follow the findings of the current study in a much more appropriate way.
Chaos synchronisation problem
Chaos synchronisation is a complicated control problem which requires the design of online, closed-loop controllers. The accuracy of a given controller for the real-time calculation of controlling commands drastically influences the accuracy of synchronisation. Obviously, a chaotic system is time varying with nonlinear dynamics. Let us formulate the dynamics of the system, as
where ℘ is a discrete-time differentiable chaotic function in which x represents the system's states and t is the sampling time shown by: t = 1, …, T. It is assumed that the system's state is within a periodic dynamic target space in the vicinity of the attractor of the chaotic system. The target point evolves chaotically in the phase space at any given time. The system's states and target states x t are both chaotic trajectories resulting from the same chaotic maps. There is a slight difference between the system and target trajectories due to the different actuations at the initial state. One of the interesting features of chaotic systems is that they are highly sensitive to the initial conditions and initial state values. Let us provide a mathematical proof for the mentioned issue. For two initial values of orbits with infinitesimal distances, there is an orientation of δψ (0) 
It can be easily inferred that the orbits reproduced by chaos series with different initial values are quite different. In chaos synchronisation problems, the controller should operate such that the target state and the system's state are synchronised, preferably at a certain point, during the controlling period. This is obvious that the target trajectory which is the reference for the state synchronisation is known and can be obtained by
In particular, the objective of MPC is to find the values of a feedback matrix K(t) in the formulation given below:
Such that the following objective function is minimised:
.
where K(k) is treated as a bounded signal, that is, the controlling input of MPC, and the objective is to synchronise the target state and the system's state as quickly as possible to minimise the objective function value. It is worth pointing out that the objective formulation given above is considered for the MPCs with classical optimisers. For the BIC-based MPCs, the meta-optimisation of controlling parameters are also taken into account, and the revised objective function given below is used:
The constraints for horizon lengths are 1 ≤ H u ≤ 3 and 3 ≤ H P ≤ 6. For our experiments, the Henon chaotic map is selected for designing the synchronisation problem. This map can be mathematically expressed by:
Obviously, the above formulation has two internal parameters which should be identified. The initial values of the states (for the three considered cases) are set to be:
The target state values can be also obtained from the following model:
( 1 2 )
where p and q are equal to 1.4 and 0.3, respectively. The considered system is highly nonlinear, and thus, the synchronisation of its resulting orbits requires a powerful optimisation module within the designed MPC. In particular, the role of BIC is to optimise the performance of MPC such that the first state (x 1 ) is synchronised by 1 d x the path created by as quickly as possible.
The chaotic sequences are produced for 100 seconds, and the power of MPCs is in synchronising the system and desired states in a very short period of time. It is worth pointing out that three different initial conditions (Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3) for the desired path are taken into account to make sure that the controllers work properly. Table 1 lists the results of the rival BIC-based and classical MPCs for the three cases. It can be seen that the listed results cover the both computational time and synchronisation time of the rival controllers. Obviously, the main goal is to minimise the time required for the synchronisation of the system and desired trajectories. By taking into account, the required time for the calculation of the controlling commands, one can easily infer that the calculation time of BICs is very close to those of classic methods, and thus, the agent-based operation of such techniques does not influence their computational performance. By taking a more precise look into the reported values, it can be seen that with the utilised controlling parameters, the computational complexities of TGSR, GSA, PSO, and MSBA are less than that of the other rival methods. Also, by considering the synchronisation times, it can be interpreted that TGSR and MWA can surpass the other rival BIC methods. Also, the obtained results indicate that, for most of the cases, all of the BIC-based optimisation modules outperform the traditionally used optimisation techniques, namely GS, FSOA, and SQP. The results also present the standard deviations of the rival methods for the both calculation time and objective function optimisation. It can be seen that the std. values of TGSR, GSA and PSO are close to those of GS, FSOA. This is a promising outcome as it means that, with the determined algorithmic parameters, the robustness of some of the metaheuristic optimisation approaches are close to those of the classical approaches. One of the other important performance metrics which should be taken into account for the evaluation of BICs performances is the convergence rate (CR) value (Mozaffari et al., 2014b) . By checking the obtained results reported in Table 2 , it can be seen that, by increasing the iteration number, the CRs of most of the considered rival methods are increased. This observation can be inferred in such a way that increasing the iteration number and continuing the calculations through the devised algorithmic operators results in the congregation of agents in the vicinity of a local/global optimum region. However, by taking a more precise look, some differences between the performances of the rival algorithms can be found. It can be seen that for TGSR, SFLSDEA, GSA, and PSO, the CR value approaches the vicinity of 1, which means that the heuristic agents fully converge to an optimum region, and thus, the criterion of the convergence of the heuristic agents is satisfied. However, for the other metaheuristics, although an increasing profile for CR is obtained, the final value at the iteration 100 does not reach a high value, which means that a partially or weakly convergence is achieved. For GA, a diversified exploration is observed, which means that no convergence can be achieved at the final iterations of the optimisation procedure. For MSBA and ABC, a cyclic variation of the CR value can be seen which has a tight relation with the algorithmic structure of these two techniques that switch between the exploration and exploitation in a periodic fashion over the optimisation procedure. All in all, the CR experiment for the first problem allows us conclude that the BIC optimisation modules can be reliably used for the real-time calculation of controlling commands inside the MPC. Table 3 indicates the values of H u and H P obtained by the rival BIC approaches. It can be seen that for all of the three cases, most of the metaheuristics yield a value close to the lower bound of both H u and H P . This automatic selection of the lower bounds, in turn, insists on the fact that, at least for the synchronisation problem, BICs can yield acceptable results even with low prediction and controlling horizons at each calculation step.
SMA control problem
The second considered controlling problem deals with the optimal control of SMA actuators. SMAs are some kind of smart materials which can compensate any plastic deformations and return to their original shape/structure by means of a stimulus, such as thermal energy, electrical forces, ultraviolet light, magnetic forces, chemical energy, and PH. Such a fascinating trait which is known as the shape memory effect (SME) allows these materials contribute to a wide range of applications, for instance, aerospace engineering, robotics, manufacturing, and so on. SMA actuators are able to produce relatively large displacements, and also, possess a high force/weight ratio compared to common actuators. Other than the mentioned characteristics, they have the following advantages: simple design, smooth motion, bio-compatibility, easy miniaturisation, and noiseless operation. In spite of such favorable characteristics of SMAs, there is not a consensus among industrialists to apply them to different tasks, due to their slow response and highly nonlinear behaviour which make their control difficult. The mentioned flaws can be tamed by means of an accurate model of the actuator as well as an optimal and efficient controller. Here, the authors intend to check the performance of MPCs with the BICs and standard optimisation modules for the effective control of SMAs. The control-oriented model at the heart of MPC is the same as that one used in a previous study by the authors for designing an offline optimal controller. It has been experimentally proven that the implemented Hammerstein-Wiener model optimised by the MSBA can neatly reproduce the behaviour of SMAs (Fathi and Mozaffari, 2014 
where T * is a parameter representing the dimensionless temperature, 4 Wiener gain sub-block:
The objective of the MPC is then defined by:
From a physical point of view, it can be interpreted that the first term tries to minimise the deviation from a desired path and the second term tries to minimise the effort of actuator over the procedure. For this study, a ramp shape desired trajectory is selected over the controlling horizon. The control is performed for 10 seconds. Over this period, the controller and the actuator should force the robot arm to follow the predefined desired states. The objective function presented in equation (20) is used for the classic optimisers, and also, the BIC-based optimisers use the following objective function for the calculation of controlling commands:
The constraints for horizon lengths are 1 ≤ H u ≤ 3 and 1 ≤ H P ≤ 5. Table 4 lists the results obtained by the rival MPCs for the SMA control problem. It can be seen that the calculation time of this problem is more than that of the previous case study. However, the main observations regarding the computational complexity of the rival methods are relatively the same as those of the previous experiment. The computational times of BICs are more than that of the classical methods. Furthermore, the obtained results indicate that the computational complexities of TGSR, GSA, PSO, and MSBA are less than the other rival techniques. The results also indicate that the MPCs with TGSR, SFLSDEA, AFSO and MSBA optimisation modules are much more efficient compared to the other variants of MPCs. It can be also observed that the final values obtained by the MPCs with classic optimisers are inferior to the BIC-based MPCs. One of the interesting observations associated with this set of experiments is that the results obtained for all of the three cases are relatively the same. This, in turn, implies the robustness of the designed BIC-based MPCs for the three SMA control cases. Table 5 compares the performances of BIC-based MPCs in terms of the CR metric. It is worth pointing out that just like the previous experiment, all of the rival BICs start the optimisation with the same initial distribution of the heuristic agents through the objective landscape to make sure that a fair comparison is performed. It can be seen that TGSR, SFLSDEA, GSA, and PSO successfully aggregate their heuristic agents in an optimal region, and therefore, their CR value is relatively close to 1. The obtained results also indicate that similar to the previous problem, MSBA and ABC show a periodic exploration/exploitation behaviour and the CR value varies in a cyclic fashion. In addition, the findings show that GA and BA are not able to reach a balance between the exploration and exploitation capabilities over the optimisation process. It is also observed that the BICs converge to a partial CR value and cannot successfully aggregate their heuristic agents in the same region. Table 6 lists the results of optimisation for the calculation of optimal H u and H P values. It can be seen that most of the considered BICs suggest the use of a relatively low horizon length for the both controlling and prediction parameters at each of the calculation stages. This endorses the capability of BICs on the automatic selection of the values of the hyper parameters of MPCs to reduce the required calculations and make the online application of BIC-based optimisers much more admissible. Indeed, the results indicate that for most of the considered cases, the lowest possible horizon length is suggested by the rival BICs for the calculation of controlling commands, which is desirable. 
Coldstart emission control problem
The detailed formulation of the mathematical model of coldstart control problem can be found in Mozaffari et al. (2016) . The MPC objective function for this control problem is given by:
For the BIC-based MPCs, the two controlling parameter terms are also added to the formulation:
The constraints for horizon lengths are 1 ≤ H u ≤ 4 and 1 ≤ H P ≤ 6. The two inputs should be calculated with considering the admissible bounds 40° ≤ u l ≤ 60° and 10 ≤ u 2 ≤ 16. Table 8 lists the obtained results for the automotive engine coldstart problem. It can be seen that the required time for the calculation of controlling commands is much less than the two previous control problems. The results also indicate that the computational complexity of MPC with TGSR, SFLSDEA, GSA, and MSBA optimisation modules is less than the other rival methods. By checking the control performance results, it can be seen that HC cum obtained by TGSR and MWA is less than the other rival methods. By inspecting the results achieved for Cases 2 and 3, one can easily realise that the same observations can be extended to all of the operating cases. Indeed, the findings show that the BIC-based optimisation modules can afford remarkably better results compared to the MPCs with classic optimisers. Also, the obtained std. values indicate that the BICs can provide more robust results for the coldstart problem. To be more precise, the findings show that TGSR, SFLSDEA, and GSA are the most robust/reliable optimisers for designing the MPC. Table 9 lists the results of MPCs in terms of the CR metric. TGSR, SFLSDEA, GSA, and PSO can neatly congregate their agents in a unique region. Moreover, just like the two previous case studies, MSBA and ABC show a cyclic exploration/exploitation behaviour and their CR value varies periodically over the optimisation procedure. Once more, the remaining metaheuristics come up with a partial convergence and cannot reach an acceptable CR at the final stages of the optimisation procedure. Table 10 indicates the results of BICs for the optimisation of H u and H P values. Indeed, in this case, the obtained results are a little bit different. As it can be seen, most of the BICs tend to converge to H P values around 4 to proceed with the calculation of controlling commands. This means that for this case study, more information regarding the future behaviour of the system is required to optimally control the performance of the system. All in all, the obtained results indicate that the BICs are not only capable of the calculation of control commands, but also can automatically evaluate the nonlinearity of the system and find an optimal horizon for the calculation of the control commands in a predictive fashion. 
Effect of agents on the performance of BICs
Since the BICs are population-based optimisation approaches and conduct the optimisation in a stochastic fashion, it is necessary to find out their sensitivity to the number of heuristic agents for the calculation of control commands. It is obvious that changing the number of heuristic agents influences the computational complexity and accuracy of the optimisation module, and thus, there is a trade-off between these two elements to achieve the best performance. Through a sensitivity analysis, here, the authors try to draw some conclusions regarding the performance of BIC-based optimisation modules with different number of heuristic agents within MPCs. Tables 11, 12 and 13 list the results of the rival methods with 5, 10, 15, and 20 heuristic agents. By inspecting the obtained results, some general remarks can be realised, which are reported below:
1 It can be seen that, for most of the cases, increasing the number of heuristic agents from 5 to 10 results in a considerable effect on the accuracy of the optimiser. To be more precise, it can be inferred that the improvement of the obtained solution is not achieved at the cost of significantly higher computational complexity. This demonstrates the efficiency of choosing 10 agents for the optimiser as compared to 5 agents.
2 By taking a much more precise look into the obtained results, it can be inferred that FA, ABC, and BA are much more sensitive to the number of heuristic agents with respect to the computational complexity metric. Moreover, the results indicate that PSO, AFSO, MSBA, and ABC are sensitive to the number of heuristic agents in terms of the accuracy. Such issues should be taken into account when trying to use these BICs inside the optimisation modules. 3 By taking the results of all of the three tables into account, one can infer that the observations regarding the sensitivity of the above-mentioned BICs are relatively the same for all of the three control problems which have different characteristics. This means that the discussed issues regarding the effect of population number on the performance of BICs can be reliably extended to a wide range of control problems.
Concluding remarks
In this investigation, a throughout comparative study was carried out to evaluate the potentials of BIC for designing MPCs. By adopting a wide range of metaheuristics for developing the optimisation modules of MPCs, and also, eliciting a number of well-known classical optimisation approaches, the authors evaluated the potentials of BIC-based MPCs. The findings indicated that BICs can outperform conventional optimisation methods. However, in general, their computational complexity was a little bit higher than that of traditional approaches. Some of the considered metaheuristics have trivial computational complexity and could be used for real-time applications though. The feedback of the conducted researches indicates that the careful selection of BIC approaches not only results in an MPC with better performance, but also can cause a fast optimiser at the heart of MPC. Furthermore, the capability of metaheuristics in the exploration and exploitation of nonlinear, non-convex, and multi-modal objective landscapes gives them an advantage for being used in designing any class of MPCs, including nonlinear MPCs, linear MPCs, hybrid MPCs, tracking-based MPCs, and so on. This may not be the case when using traditional optimisation approaches that are primarily capable of handling convex optimisation problems.
